arranged around the statue. The purpose of this joint report is to present the evidence for this statement. Stevens assumed ( see note 1 ) the existence of a platform surrounding the Promachos statue, because the poros foundations seemed too big for the statue. The attribution to the pedestal of three marble blocks strongly supports this assumption; moreover, we shall be tempted to suggest that this platform was used as a podium upon which trophies, and perhaps inscribed stelai, were exhibited.
Two of the three blocks in question were noticed by Beule More than twenty years later, the two blocks were said to be in the north wing of the Propylaea. There they were examined by U. blocks; a similar increase, incidentally, is also found on C, the third block attributed to the monument. It may be suggested that this increase in height is not accidental but that a slight slope was discovered on the foundation after the marble blocks were set into place. In order to obtain a perfectly horizontal, surface for the podium, the marble slabs were dressed slightly wedge shaped.5
Stevens The top surfaces of A, B, and C clearly indicate that no other blocks rested upon them, and that certain metal or wooden objects, preferably poles, were fastened in the dowel cuttings. Stevens suggests that the poles may have supported trophies. It is reasonable to assume that the Promachos statue was surrounded by the spoils of the victories which the monument commemorated.
A restoration of the memorial may now be attempted (see Figure 1) . Whatever rested upon the platform undoubtedly gave interest to the monument as a whole. This interest, added to the key position of the statue in the entrance court of the Acropolis, to its colossal size, and to the artistic skill of its artist, made the mnonument the dominating feature in the court.
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